
 

Research group to construct outrigger
telescope to search for FRBs at the Hat Creek
Radio Observatory
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The Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Experiment (CHIME) is
expanding its ability to more accurately identify where fast radio bursts
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(FRBs) are coming from. The organization is constructing a new radio
telescope outrigger at the SETI Institute's Hat Creek Radio Observatory
(HCRO), site of the Allen Telescope Array (ATA). The outrigger will
work with the main CHIME instrument in British Columbia's Okanagan
Valley and enable CHIME-detected FRBs to be precisely localized on
the sky. In addition to the new radio telescope at HCRO, CHIME is
constructing outriggers near Princeton, British Columbia on land kindly
leased to CHIME by HML Mining Ltd., and at the Green Bank
Observatory. 

"We are thrilled to welcome the world-class CHIME team to the Hat
Creek Radio Observatory," said Andrew Siemion, Bernard M. Oliver
Chair for SETI at the SETI Institute. "Hosting a CHIME outrigger
represents a phenomenal and complementary addition to the HCRO's
science mission."

FRBs are bright, millisecond-wide "flashes" in the radio spectrum,
originating at cosmological distances. As they make their few-billion-
year journey to earth, FRBs carry the imprint of the material lying
between galaxies and stars, making them a significant probe to study
these environments. While the current scientific consensus is that FRBs
have natural origins, they represent an exciting astronomical
phenomenon. Their high degree of spectro-temporal structure and
transient nature make them an ideal proving ground for the robust signal
processing systems built for technosignature searches.

With the ability to detect 10-100 times more fast radio bursts than all
other telescopes combined, CHIME has had a radical impact on FRB
science. The telescope has allowed scientists to observe the vanishingly
brief bursts with exquisite time resolution. CHIME's limitation,
however, has been its inability to identify with any precision an FRB's
origin. The outriggers will enable this radical leap.
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"The CHIME telescope can currently locate the position of a fast radio
burst to a patch of sky equivalent to the size of the full moon. With the
addition of the three new outrigger telescopes, this patch of sky can be
reduced to the size of a quarter held at roughly 40 km," explained
Patrick Boyle, Senior Project Manager for the CHIME/FRB Outriggers
project and Senior Academic Associate in the Department of Physics at
McGill University.

Last year researchers at ATA announced the detection of a bright double-
peaked radio burst from the repeating source known as FRB20201124A.
The ATA has been undergoing a refurbishment program to upgrade the
telescope feeds and the digital signal processing system to improve the
sensitivity and capability of the instrument. This discovery marked the
first FRB detection with this nascent system.

The SETI Institute will support the construction of the outrigger at the
HCRO and looks forward to possible future scientific partnerships when
the outrigger comes online. 
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